Uniform Guide
Mitcham Campus

The Scotch College uniform is distinctive, be aware that in wearing the uniform well student are an ambassador for the College. The College uniform should be worn in its entirety at all times.

**Summer Uniform - Terms 1 & 4**
- Girls in Years 3 - 6 may wear the summer dress.
- Boys in Years 3 -6 may wear the open necked shirt without a tie.
- The blazer or jacket do not need to be worn unless attending formal assemblies or significant events, or if extra warmth is needed.
- If added warmth is required the blazer must be worn as the outer garment when out of the school grounds, or when at formal events.
- Junior Primary Students have a multi purpose uniform as well as for PE. Students do not need to change when wearing this uniform.

**Winter Uniform - Terms 2 & 3**
- Blazer jacket must be worn to and from the College and in public
- Only when at school may students wear the jumper without a blazer.
- Ties are to be worn correctly by boys and tabs by girls. When a tie is worn it must be properly tied with the top button of the shirt fastened.
- PE uniform is not a substitute for College uniform and cannot be work to formal assemblies without prior consent from the Head, or Assistant Head, of the Mitcham Campus.

**Sports Uniform - Years 4, 5 & 6**
The physical education uniform is worn for all the following sports: tennis, cross country, athletics, netball, softball, volleyball.
In Terms 2 or 3 if wearing the sports uniform to or from school the sports jacket or rugby top must be worn. Other uniforms are used for the following sports:
- **Basketball:** PE shorts, Scotch basketball singlet, PE socks and sneakers
- **Cricket:** Cricket whites
- **Football:** Scotch football guernsey is worn with PE/football shorts, Scotch football socks and football boots.
- **Hockey:** PE shorts, PE polo top, Scotch hockey socks, shin guards and boots.
- **Soccer:** Scotch Junior School soccer jumper worn with PE shorts and football socks, shin guards and boots.
Students may wear their sport/PE clothes to school or home from school only when these activities begin or end their day.
- **Equestrian:** A separate uniform exists for the Scotch Equestrian team.

**Points to Note**

**Hair**
Must be worn in a conventional style and be a natural colour. Hair must be neat, tidy, combed and off the collar for boys and tied up for girls with tartan, navy or yellow ties or ribbons.

**Jewellery**
One watch or bracelet, one fine gold or silver neck chain tucked inside the shirt and one plain ring are permitted. Girls may wear one pair of plain gold or silver sleepers or stud earrings in the lobe, and not higher in the ear.

**Kilts and Summer Dress**
Summer dress to be worn at the knee. Kilts may be worn slightly longer, not shorter. Girls not wearing the correct length will be asked to have them altered.

**Footwear**
Students may only wear black lace up shoes (3 - 6) or white sneakers (R - 2). Leather sandals may be worn with the JP, uniform summer dress or shorts.

**Socks**
All students must wear school issue socks that cover the ankle.

**Scarves**
The uniform rules allow students to wear a scarf that is either plain navy blue or the Campbell of Argyll-modern tartan. Scarves are optional.

**Hats**
Students must wear hats when outdoors from 1 September through to 1 April. This includes recess and lunch play times, PE lessons, Outdoor Education events, excursions etc.

**Marking**
All articles of clothing belonging to students, including shoes, must be clearly marked with at least one initial and surname in full with either woven name-tapes or proper marking ink.

Repeated non-compliance with these guidelines will result in student visiting the Planning Centre to discuss strategies for compliance.
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